Automatic Machines

The SMI® SmartSnow® automation allows maximum flexibility for your resort. SMI offers many forms of automation for your resort to consider including remote control, semi-automatic and full automatic modes of operation for individual standalone machines or machines connected to a complete network.

Remote control allows you to tell the machine what to do, like your garage door opener. Semi-automatic has a manual start and stop, but has automatic operation changing flows as the temperature changes. Full automatic features automatic start, operation and stop. Automatic machines are available as standalone or with a total system.

SMI equipment is proven and can be used on either portable or tower machines. Communication to the equipment can be via hard wire, fiber optic, radio, cell phone or Ethernet.

Contact SMI today for details.
Automatic Machines

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Proven components for water and weather stations
- Varying levels of automation
  - remote control
  - semi-automatic (manual start and stop, auto adjust)
  - fully automatic (automatic start, adjust and stop)
- Vaisala Weather Station on board or remote
- Touch screen displays
- Menu driven controls
- Optional hydrant actuator or vault valve available
- Communication via radio, wired, fiber optic, cell phone or Ethernet
- Can be operated in stand-alone mode as a part of a total system automation package